Designer invariants for large phylogenies.
The Cavender-Felsenstein edge-length invariants for binary characters on 4-trees provide the starting point for the development of "customized" invariants for evaluating and comparing phylogenetic hypotheses. The binary character invariants may be generalized to k-valued characters without losing the quadratic nature of the invariants as functions of the theoretical frequencies f(UVXY) of observable character configurations (U at organism 1, V at 2, etc.). The key to the approach is that certain sets of these configurations constitute events which are probabilistically independent from other such sets, under the symmetric Markov change models studied. By introducing more complex sets of configurations, we find the quadratic invariants for 5-trees in the binary model and for individual edges in 6-trees or, indeed, in any size tree. The same technique allows us to formulate invariants for entire trees, but these are cubic functions for 6-trees and are higher-degree polynomials for larger trees. With k-valued characters and, especially, with large trees, the types of configuration sets (events) used in the simpler examples are too rare (i.e., their predicted frequencies are too low) to be useful, and the construction of meaningful pairs of independent events becomes an important and nontrivial task in designing invariants suited to testing specific hypotheses. In a very natural way, this approach fits in with well-known statistical methodology for contingency tables. We explore use of events such as "only transitions occur for character i (i.e., position i in a nucleic acid sequence) in subtree a" in analyzing a set of data on ribosomal RNA in the context of the controversy over the origins of archaebacteria, eubacteria, and eukaryotes.